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Lack of social p_rograms

Minority coalition confronts ASC
Members of~the Minority Coali-·
tion met with ASC , representatives on Thursday, October 14.
The meeting was held to confront and inform the ASC concerning the needs of minority students
at Central.
·
In late August of last summer
the Board of Control was confronted on the issue of neglecting the
needs of minority students.
At that time John Drinkwater,
Executive Manager of the BOC,
stated that instead of forming a
task force to research the problem,
a meeting directly with minority
students would be beneficial.
In the October 7 issue of the

Campus Crier, Byron Akita cited
once again the lack of social
activities programs for minority
students.
With that in mind contacts were
made by BOC member Melissa
Meyers and a meeting was arranged.
The meeting took place in SUB
204 with members of MECHA,
Intertribal Club, Black Student
Union and the Asian-American
Club.
Also attending were Stuart
McMullen. Melissa Meyers, Dave
Thomson, Richard Dietz of the
BOC, Bob Wheatley and Jeff
Threat of the Programming

Agency and John Drinkwater.
overlooking the issues concerning
minorities
Ai the beginning, introductions
Byron Akita produced a list of
were made by each person attendsuggestions for entertainment
ing.
John Drinkwater then threw it which were later given to Bob .
open to the minority students - Wheatley.
The list included six types of
saying, "I guess what we need to
know is what some of your needs events: dances; nationally known
are and any suggestions you might guest lecturers; films; cultural
have regarding social activities for events; Cultural Awareness
Week, with events like food fairs,
minority students."
During the first few minutes art, music and crafts, and nonminority students voiced dismay white athletic events.
Akita also mentioned the need
concerning the apparent lack of
for office space for minority clubs
interest on the part of the ASC.
in the SUB.
A few complaints were throw
. Drinkwater responded ·saying
back and forth citing the ASC with the ASC would support the coalition in asking Dean Wis~ for office
space;
Special Events Chairperson Jeff
Threat said he would be interested
in more information on speakers
for his Curbstone series on Monday afternoon_s in the SUB Pit.

Drinkwater also explained the
functions, structure and responsi: ·
bilities of the BOC. However, the
general interest of the persons
attending the meeting seemed
more directed to entertainment
and social activities.
Several persons wanted to know
who was responsible for decisions
regarding big-name entertainment. Bob ,Wheatley, head of the
Program Agency, explained it was
his decision and that he was
responsible for concerts and
speakers.
Wheatley then described the
structure of the Program Agency
and how booking procedures worked.
Toward the close of the meeting
mem hers of the BOC decided to
officially respond to the office
needs of the Minority Coalition at
this week's next business meeting.

·Dutch will film
Bishop in concert
CWSC, Ellensburg, WA: Oct. 21, 1976; Vol, No. 31

McCormackfavors atoms
"This nation is running out of coal and nuclear energy, atomic
petroleum and natural gas. Total power emerges far safer and
energy consumption is going quite cleaner.
rapidly," warned 4tn District ConHe stressed that the governgressman Mike McCormack.
ment controls nuclear power alMcCormack, a Democrat seek- though private concerns are
ing his fourth term in the House of grant~~)icenses for production of
Representatives made this warn- nuclear electricity.
ing in Thomas Kerr's American
McCormack says this country
Government class. Kerr arranged produces three-fourths of its
to have McCormack speak Monday petroleum and natural gas. He
and his Republican opponent Dick said by the year 2,000 America will
Granger will address the class only be able to produce 30 percent
today.
of its petroleum needs while
Topics discussed were varied, ~nergy consumption will double.
but energy received top priority He feels coal and nuclear . power
from McCormick. He is a member. will supply 60 percent of America's
of both the Joint Committee on energy Jleed.§ in th~ year 2,000.
Atomic Energy and the CommitMcCormack received sharp criti·
tee on Science and Technology.
cism over his stand on the Alpine
"For the generation of electri· Lakes controversy, in which he
city, nuclear energy is the safest favored that the Alpine Lakes
means," the former nuclear scien· should be set aside as a small
tist said. "When I worked at wilderness area. His stand is
Hanford we were very proud of viewed as very close to that of the
the fact not one person was hurt timber industry and opposed to
producing nuclear electricity.
the efforts made by the environWhen it comes to a choice between mental groups.
The congressman said his stand
was the "responsible position bet ween the two extremes." Six of
Washington's seven congressmen
supported a bill which was more
acceptable to environmental
groups.

McCormack claims the environmentalist bill would have cost
3,000 jobs in Chelan county. The
3,000 jobs figure included projected jobs which did not exist at
the time. The compromise bill that
resulted from McCormack's efforts
is expected to cost tax payers $55
million.
One student e.\pressed concern
over oil tankers traveling through
Puget Sound. Although McCormack said he would need to study
the issue further to form an
opinion, he did vote for double
bottom oil tankers in Puget Sound.
Joking, he said he would oppcs~
super tankers in Kittitas County
at all costs.
McCormack opponent Dick
Granger challenged the congress·
man to a series of debates but
McCormack withdrew.
"Mr. Granger did not propose
real debates," McCormack said.
"He chose the subjects, times and
places.
I would be perfectly
willing to debate him now befo!e
appropriate groups except for my
campaign schedule."
McCormack said he didn't think
the public would be served by the
dabates. He feels he should "go
out and meet people in question
and answer sessions."

This Sunday night Elvin Bishop
and Trooper will be appearing at
Central's first major concert this
year.
The event will take place at 8
pm in Nicholson Pavilion.
Something different will be happening at this concert--a movie is
being made.
Capricorn records received permission from the ASC this week to
allow a Dutch film crew to come to
Ellensburg. ·
The movie will be a part of an In
Concert series to be shown in
Holland.
Capricorn representative Diana
Kaylan assures that the filming
will not obstruct anyone's view.
Bishop's technical crew is rede-

signing his lighting and the show is
to be "better than usual" because
of the filming.
Bishop's musical history stretches back ten years in Chicago when
he met a man named Paul Butterfield. In the late sixties the Paul
Butterfield blues Band was born.
-Bishop left Butterfield's band
after four albums and formed a
few bands on his own.
A 1973-74 New year's Eve
concert in San Francisco, Richar<l
Betts of the Allman Brothers Band
introduced Elvin to Capricorn's
president Phil Walden.
After hearing some of his new
material, Walden signed Bishop to
Capricorn.
His first Capricorn album, Let It
(con't. on pg. 2)
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ra1n1n on
By DAVID PAYSON

MIKE MCCORMACK

Ever feel like doing something
different--like climbing the nearest
horse chestnut tree and shaking
the heck out of it?
That is exactly what Keith
Cummings, member of the grounds
maintenance crew, was doing last
week to the horse chestnut trees
on campus.
Actually, Cummings and other
members of the grQunds crew had
two logical reasons for giving the
trees a shaking--safety and appearance.
Cummings explained that this is
the time of year when the trees
shed their horse chestnuts and the

my ... ?
horse chestnuts build up on the
ground is a safety hazard as well
as an eyesore.
"So they don't all fall at once, we
give the trees a good shaking to
encourage the ripe ones down," he
said. "We're trying to keep the
ground a little cleaner and make it
safer for people to walk. Conceivably, you could twist an ankle
or take a pretty bad fall if you
slipped on one, especiaHy on the
mall stairway."
Upon saying this, Cummings,
with the skill of a brachiator,
scaled the next tree.
A few moments later, not surprisingly, the heavens were raining dovyn horse chestnuts.

LOTS OF HOT AIR-Lee Fisher, C~SC assistaiit professor of~, ,
aetospace studies and his hot ai~ balloon. Story on page 13.
ii....
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Lands ca ping nearly done
Gil Braida, director of Facilities
Planning and Construction, is responsible for the management of
constr"Qction projects. His responsibilities are to plan, design (or
have designed by outside consultants) and construct various facilities for which they have funding.
One of the projects is the library
landscaping project. Right now it
is three weeks into construction
and has seven more weeks before
the contract expires.
Briada said, however, the contractor is energetic and will finish
the project within 30 days. By
Thanksgiving the landscaping
work will be completed, according
to Braida.
"The grass won't be growing
yet, but by this time next year we
should see a significant area
around the library green with
grass," Braida said.
Top soil and planting grass are
not the real cost factors. The
landscaping irrigation system comprises mose of the cost. It consists
of underground piping, timers and
all the paraphernalia that makes it
p9ssible to grow grass in an area
like Ellensburg.
The area to be served by this
landscaping project is from the
east side of the library to the west
side of the Instructional Building
by D street.
This area is going to be landscaped, with the exception of the
southwest co.r ner of the lnstructional Building. This area was
taken out of the contract by
change order becasue there is a
mechanical problem with the main
chiller lines which run through the
ground there.

"So we will remove from the time to water the freshly seeded
contract the landscaping to have it grass. The contractors will then
installed at a later time. The recheck the grass to see that it has
contractor will credit us for that taken hold during the first two
amount of labor which he does not weeks.
put in, in other words, he will give - Related to the landscaping work .
us $5,000 back or something close is the parking lot work north of the1.
to that," Braida said.
library. It is by separate contract,
The landscaping treatment in- but it will take place at the same
volves the following: removal of all time. This does not include land. the surface rocks and weeds;
scaping but provides a parking
removal of all excess subgrade area for visitors.
materials; the placement above
--the common fill of at least six
The entrance to the lot will be
inches of top soil; and to prove the off 14th Avenue and will have 30
ABOUT TIME-Grass and a parki~gl;t-~ill occupy the field nllrth of
grade soil so it will contain enough car places. The new lot will
fumas, sand and ingredients to provide visitors access to the · the library and Social Science Building. (Photo by Mary Wallace)
make good top soil. After the top library. Pre~ ~ntly visitors use
soil is placed, trenches will be dug parking lot D and from there walk
to the library. All-day parked cars
. and water lines installed.
Sprinklers will be installed in wil! still pa!k in parking lot D.

Writing help here
By GAIL FORSMAN

Bingo benefit staged
On Tuesday night, Oct. 26,
from 7 to 11 pm Central's Recreation Club and the Central Foundations will be sponsorint; a Bin~o 1
Benefit Bash, along wit~1 a Monroe
Disco Dance in the SUB cafeteria.
The proceeds will be used to help
. those students planning to attend
the WRPS Conference in Pasco
Nov. 3,4, and 5.
The Recreation Club and Foun- ,
· dations are getting together a
night of fun and excitement with
dancing, bingo and tournaments.
The ASC will be putting on the
disco just for you. Make special
requests and let yourself go. It's

overtons
tropical fish &
aquarium supplies
hours
962- 1966
noon-6pm Tues-Sat

free, just put on your dancing
shoes and get ready to boogie to
top hits around the nation.
Bingo games will be in progress
throughout the night. Prizes ·will
be awarded to the winner of each
game and there is room for
everyone so be sure to try your
luck.
For all you foosball experts,
here is the chance for you to prove
your ability by entering the foosball tournament. Men and women
alike are more than welcome and
urged to get together a team and
be a prize winner.
Along with all these activities
and dancing, there will be food and
drinks for everyone. If _it's a
growling stomach or just the
munchies, there will be something
to fill your needs.
Plan to get out of the dorm this
Tuesday night, Oct. 26, at 7 and
come on down to the SUB cafeteria
where all the action will be. Mark
it on your calendar, grab a friend
and "hop in the car, come as you
are, to the Bingo Benefit Bash!"

1/2 Price Sale
Rated Highest Quality Tapes by Consumer Reports (Oct. issue)

BUY ONE... GET 2nd AT
HALF PRICE
Studio Series

regular

Sale

45m in . 8 track

3 .00ea.

2 for 4.50

60 min . cas sette

3 .00ea .

2 for 4.50

9 0 min. cass ette

4 .5 0

2 for 6.75

with spelling into the program,
Cummings said.
The center is open from 8 am to
5 nm, Monday through Friday,
when drop-in writing clinics are
held. On Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 3 to 5 and 1 to 3 on
Tu°'esday and Thursday the reading clinic is open. "You should
probably make an appointment to
make sure someone is here to
help," Cummings said.

The Writing Resource Center on
the first floor of the Language and
Literature building has tak~n on a
new name and wants to begin with
a new reputation.
It is now the Academic Skills
Ce.n ter, and Directer Don Cummings hopes to see fewer students
being referred here, and more
coming in voluntarily.
"The purpose of the center is to
help students who are having
trouble in the basics - reading and
writing, spelling and general
study," Cummings said.
"This '
year we are concentrating on
reading and writing."
(con't. from pg. 1)
"We can help students who are
Flow sold more copies than his
having difficulty with teacher eduthree previous albums combined.
cation entrance exams too,"
It also gave him his first charted
Cummings said.
single, Travelin' Shoes.
"We now have a staff of 10 that
Juke Joint Jump was Bishop's
can handle a lot of students."
second Capricorn lp. It bettered all
Among them is a reading specialhis previous records in sales.
ist, Cherri McKernan.
Then last spring came Bishop's
"Most of our students are refirst gold album, Struttin My Stuff
ferred," Cummings said. "At this
and a million-selling gold single,
school, it is policy that if you get a
Fooled Around and Fell in Love.
"D" in English 301, or its equivaThis month Bishop is releasing a
lent course, you are required to
new album entitled, Home Town
work at the center until you show
Boy Makes Good. This album, like
·work that has satisfied us. The
his last two, features Mickey
other part of the policy states that
Thomas, his new vocalist. Also
any instructor on campus can refer
featured on the album is the
a student here if the student
incredible horn section of Tower of
demonstrates any real defidencies
Power.
in writing."
Tickets for this Sunday's event
The center has a new spelling
are available at the SUB info booth
program and hopes to get some
and Stereocraft at $5.00 advance
students that are having problems
and $6.50 on the day of the show.

Bishop
filmed

PJ's
knows hows to care
for your hair

Besides giving terrific cuts;
we also give instruction on thd~
proper use of hair stylers and the
proper hair car e techniques.
Hair stylers and other hair'
c are p r oducts a re also
a vailable at

pj's hair
designers
I

call fer
an appointment
Septl3-Novl2 1976

· Ill East 8th

925-9851

corner of 3rd & Sam son

962-2550
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Resignation ok'd
The Board of Trustees accepted
President James Brooks' resignation and announced "plans at their
monthly meeting _last friday to
appoint a 13 member selection
committee to select Brook's sue-:
cessor.
The Board expressed regret at
the resignation, effective August
1978, and approved the leave of
absence from September 1978 ·to
August 1979. Brooks, Central's
'President for fifteen years, had
requested.
According to Boardchairman
Paul Schaake, the selection com-

mittee will be charged with writing a job description for the post,
advertising it and initially screening the candidates.
The committee will be comprised of five faculty members, two
academic deans, two administrators, one civil service employee,
one alumnus, one community
member to be selected from recommendations made from interested local organizations and individuals and one student to be
appointed by the BOT.
The Board met for a few
minutes and Schaake then

Women's Rap Group
offers friendship ·
One of the services offered by on developing self-worth," she
the Counseling and student devel- said.
opment Center is the Women's
Morris said-, "Groups usually
Awareness Rap Group Program. consist of around 8 members with
.
M
.
·each group deciding on its . own
.
orris, counse 1mg
Ca thl me
direction through denoting compsychologist, explained, "The rap mon problems, interests and goals.
groups are a means for women to
"Evaluations frolp. our previous-develop their self concept and ly held groups have shown that
understanding of the female
stereotype through planned en- deepening personal awareness,
support friendship, greater indecounter experiences."
pendence and assertiveness and
Morris explained that women increased positive self-concepts
tend to assume a subservient role have occurred to women particiin a male-orieflted society and are pating in the Women's Awareness
often in competition with one · .Rap Group Program," said Morris.
another.. They are discouraged
All ages -have taken part in the
from becoming close friends and rap groups since the concept
they find it difficult to maintain began in 1974. Those interested in
their own identity.
joining should contact the Counsel"These rap group sessions pro- ing and Student Development
vide an opportunity for women to Center, located at the Sue Lomrealize friendship and support bard Annex.
Groups will be
from each other plus help to facilitated by a counselor and are
establish personal identity based free of charge.
·

Co-op runs_smoothly

MIKE DORSEY
announced that they would go into
executive session to discuss the
The Vet's Co-op may very well
resignation. Closed meetings be one of the most unique arrange(executive sessions) are prohibit- ments offered at Central' s campus.
ed by law except when they are
Located on the northwest end of
held for the purpose of discussing the Student Village- complex, the
personnel matters.
·building consists of 26 single
When the Board reconvened at 8 rooms and is currently housing 25
am it heard a report from a military veterans.
committee formed to inquire into a
Managed by Biff Nontell, 32, a
possible need for an on-campus Vietnam veteran, the Vet's Co-op
child day care center.
has been in existence for over two
Duncan McQuarrie, chairman of years.
the committee appointed by the
The Co-op was originally desigboard . and assistant prOfessor of nated as the Men's Co-op in 1968.
psychology, said that students and From there it went to the Art
staff had expressed interest in dorm, a concept that failed soon
some sort of day cate facility and after. The building sat vacant for
that three other Washington state nearly a year until the Veteran's
colleges and universities have such Student Union sucessfully profacilities.
.
posed the Vet's Co-op fall quarter
But Gordon Mettler, owner of
1974.
Mettler's Child Care Center in
. The residents stress the fact
Ellensburg said that there is no
that they do not consi<ler the Co-op
need for additional day care facilf- a dorm.
Nontell said, "We
ties in Ellensburg. He claims that have no college maintenance peopif the college provides such ser- · le to keep the place in shape.
vices it would be competing unfair- Also, we have a large kitchen and
ly with individual owners of day most everyone has decided against
care centers.
using the dining hall facilities in
Herbert Frank, board member, favor of cooking for themselves." ·
said that Central is under no
The Co-op members believe the
obligation to provide child care
merits
of the situation are a result
and he questioned whether it has
the legal right to do so. The of the inhabitants' · maturity and
committees report included a _common experience.
ruling from State Attorney Slade
As one resident said, "The
Gorton which, members claim, ~verage age here is about 26 and
says that it does.
'we have guys ranging from 20
The Board took no action on the year-old ex-privates to a 42 yearissue.
old Lieutenant Colonel. Where
The Board also approved the most people grow up when they
appointment of nine new faculty get to college, we grew up in the
members or administr~tors, in- military. We learned the values of
cluding that of William Whiting, 'orderly living' before we got here.
former Crier editor and staffer to .For instance in the past two years
the position of College editor.
we've had a total of $44 in
Seven persons were appointed ;damages. If it wasn't f~.~ __!;his
to adjunct (non-tenured) teaching
minimal cost, most of us would be
p()sitions.
living off-campu~."

Since a resident is hired to take
care of the technical aspects of maintenance only, the rest of the
members have assumed responsibility for keeping the place clean.
As one member saiu, "We've all
had KP in the service and they
teach you to keep a place spotless.
The housing people have commended us on how good · the
kitchen looks, when we thought it
was a real mess."
Nontell feels the Vet's Co-op has
some valuable assets to offer its
residents.
·
He said, "The military stresses
values that are different from
those in civilian life, and sometimes people have a hard time
readjusting. We think it's helpful
to have some guys around who've
been out for awhile to help a new
member to get straightened out.
We have different people in different stages and they're able to help
since they've been there already.
It's also a good basis for making
friends."
Many times a residence hall will
put forth an image to the rest of
the campus.
When asked what his thoughts
were on this idea, Nontell replied,
''Well, afot of people think we're
reclusive, drug-crazed baby burners, who've just come back from
the jul!&le.
we .do enjoy a degree of
anonymity up here, though we
don't really mean to scare anyone.
we've had members involved in
many college services and a few
have been involved in student
government."
Its members feel the Co-op
works because common sense and.
common consideration is the rule.
As Nontell said. "All men make a
conscious effort to see that it
works and we feel we are benefiting fro~A:he ~o_m~~~e~~fort."

Sunday Night
8 p.rn.
,Tickets 5. 00
· advanced
6. 50 day of the sho
.:r.·'

Free album or T-Shirt with
marked tickets ....

special guest TROOPER
Hear Bishop-Trooper albums
in the Pit everyday.
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Jane Snyder:

T~oy _
M onholtand:

Ford is innocent

Needing relief
I

Last week in an exclusive inter- own) announces that Ford reminds
view for television news, Barbara her of her father?
Walters asked Gerald Ford if he,
It isn't just their votes Ford
like Jimmy Carter, lusted after ought to be thinking of, but as an
women. Producing his boyish grin informed and dedicate<l leader, the
Ford said shoot no, when he's out
campaigning he keeps busy and he bodies, souls and minds of women
only has time to think about should be included, which, Christian teachings say, are inseparable.
"important things."
In other words Ford ought, like
It seemed to me Barbara
Walters looked a little piqued by Jimmy Carter, t~ be lusting after
this as well she might (remember, women.
But we shouldn't ask the imposshe makes a million dollars a year
and is clearly a women worth sible of our public men. If Ford's
lusting after).
lusting tendencies are directed to
However, she didn't ask the only men, not to women, then the
possible question; just what does American heterosexual ought to
vote on the basis of leadership
Gerald Ford think is important?
Women, remember, make up 52 qualities and be thankful that both
percent of the voting population, <'.andidates lust after something.
and if Gerald Ford isn't thinking
For Ford to admit to ·homoabout votes why does he pay for sexuality would be something of a
those radio ads in which a young shock to Betty and the kids as well
girl (clearly with a problem of her as to diehard conservatives. One
can imagine Ronald Reagan, for
instance, running on the "straight
ticket" and promising to keep
EDITOR Paul f,,dl und
homosexuals out of the CIA.
VIANAGING EDITOR Porn Whitener
NEWS EDITOR, Jane Snyde1
But the increasing politicalizaPHOTO EDITOR Mmy Wallace
tion of gays leads one to believe
FEATURE EDITOR : Dove Payson
SPORTS EDITOR Rondy K1a<e
that they might vote as a bloc,
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR · Bob Wheatley
COPY EDITORS
overlooking reservations they
Becki Holland Debby Monroe
COPY READERS
might have about Ford in an effort
Mone Aoho Par Schol.1
L1bby McCook
GRAPHICS John Brown1nu
to support the first Presidential
PHOTOGRAPHER , Debbie Snydet
candidate to "come out."
SPECIAL REPORTERS MotCt Boke1 Chn1 Robbin>
REPORTERS : Mike Dorsey Michelle Br unson
Since gays comprise 10 percent
God Forsman Lorena Soor1nen
Tom Harper Vern Rain ey
of the population this would prove
SPORTS REPORTERS , Koy Cory Poi K•ng
EDITORIAL
Bernard Jensen Byron Ak11c
in such a tight race quite a break.
Troy Monholland
PRODUCTION: Mory Rennie Siephe Perci val
With a few exceptions most of
Dick Bulls Debbe Sagar
SECRnARIES , Koy Cory Koy Rom>dell
,Ford's previous supporters would
ADVERTISING MANAGER , John Monsen
TYPISTS, Luanne Shoemaker Teri Ogdon
probably be willing to vote for a
ADVISOR . Jome> Good,,ch
BUSINESS MANAGER , Steve Holm
homosexual just as homosexuals
The newspaper of Central Washington S101e
have voted for avowedly heteroCollege published weekly during 1he academic year
sexual candidates.
except during registration, voco11on and the final
week of each querier. Views expressed ore !hose
of students, staff and editors not necessarily of
If; however, Ford lusts after
Central Washington S101e College Adverf1s1ng
goats, say or small children of
material presented does not imply endorsement
Moil subscr1prions price S l per querier or S3 per
either sex, 1 would just as not
year ore payable to the CAMPUS CRIER . CWSC.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
know about it. It could hurt us
Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926
abroad. I{ this is the case then I
thind Ford should make a dignified
BOARD OF CONTROL
statement to the effect that he and
MEETING
The Board of Con.trol (elected lust are no strangers.
But suppose the President is
student government positions) will
have their next business meeting unable to decide between women,
men, animals, babies, vegetables
Thursday, October 21 at 3 pm in
and minerals. Suppose, though it
SUB 103.

11111
WRITER~ ;

seems unlikely, that Ford's fantasy life is full of nuns, chickens,
pink-cheeked boys, stormtroopers
and tree trunks.
A President with a range of
lusts embracing all but limited to
none is the best representative of
the American people.
And besides, a quick look at any
poll reveals that there are far
more undecideds than there are
gays.
Clearly Ford's advisors
should tell him to go on the air
immediately, deliver a ~tate of the
Union message if necessary, and
inform the American public that
his is a lust for all seasons.
If Ford does not lust he should
deliver the message anyway. The
American public is used to lies but
no~ a president who does not lust.

It's happened to each of you at
one time or another and it
occurred to me the other day.
I had the family out on a
shopping spree in downtown
Ellensburg when I started to
recieve an urgent message from
Mother Nature. Now we all know
that it's not nice to fool with
Mother Nature. With my bladder
bloated, I approached the salesperson with my problem.
"Where is your restroom?"
- "We don't have one, you'll have
to use the one about a block-and-ahalf down the street."
"Well, where do you. go?"
"Ah, ah, there's one in the back
but I'm not authorized to let
anyone use it."
Needless to say, I grabbed my

family and we left ~ithout purchasing anything from this establishment. Neither did this measure satisfy my anger or allow me
relief from my problem. To put it
in persepective, I was pissed!
Since this incident occurred, I've
checked a good many of the
downtown businesses and found
that over half will not allow their
customers the use of their johns.
I can't in good conscience name
these businesses because it would
hurt the newspaper's advertising.
I can tell you that if you were to
unload in the middle of their floor
you could be found in violation of
the law. Chances are you would be .
charged with disordlerly conduct
and possibly lewdness.
Tempting isn't it!?

~

Bernie Jensen:

Winners debatable
Unless you've been living in a
cave for the last few months (don't
you wish?) you've probably noticed that debates have become the
rage of those 'running for public
office.
Everyone wants to debate someone. Every . candidate imagiries
himself a William Jennings Bryan.
Every, candidate has the chance
for a debate. Well, almost every'
candidate. (So far, no one will
debate Eugene McCarthy).
Local candidates are on the
debate bandwagon in force--candidates for governor and candidates
for Congress, candidates for
mayor and candidates for dog
catcher. That's right: dog catcher.
And so, there follows the post
debate 'victory' interview.
I recently had an opportunity to
interview two of the local candidates for dog catcher after their
recently televised debate, and am
privileged to bring you these
exclusive remarks by the incumbent dog catcher, Barken Growl,
and the independent challenger, S.
Chnauzer.
"May I call you Es, Mr. Chnauzer? Great, that'll make things a lot
easier. Let me ask you, Es, what
were your strong points during
the debate last night?"
"I think my most telling points
were my promise to decrease
enforcement spending and to control cats by imposing an embargo
on products they use if they try
anything funny."
"But Es, you're running for dog
catcher. If you reduce enforcement.
spending isn't there the possibility
you'.ll reduce yourself right out of a
job? And wouldn't cats be able to
get their needs from other

sources, perhaps not so friendly to experience that counts. And that's
us?"
why I haven't spent as much time
"It's obvious my opponent hasn't campaigning- as my opponent;
because Tve -had the business of
thought these things through."
"Please, Bark. You'll get your my office to conduct."
"If experience counts, why are '
chance in a minute."
"I'm afraid you've misunder- there so many dogs running loose?
stood my remark about reducing When Dachs Hund, who was also
enforcement spending. I meant an independent, left office there
that the level of spending would be were almost no dogs loose. Now
lowered slightly (the exact figure look at them. A recent survey by
depending on whom I talked to at Growl's own department shows
the time), while the quality of that eight per cent of the dogs are
what we have now is improved. running loose."
Unlike my opponent, I would
"What the survey doesn't show
gradually increase the level of is that Chnauzer's party left the
spending as the election drew city with a big mess on its hands.
I've had to clean up that mess. And
nearer."
"What do you have to say to that meant a few dogs running
free. It's nothing serious and will
that, Bark?"
"My opponent obviously doesn't clear itself up in a little while."
know what he's talking about. As
"What will each of you gentleincumbent I've had almost two men tell your supporters?"
"That I won ·the debate. My
years of dealing with facts and
figures pertaining to enforcement opponent made several d.ras~ic
and am proud to say it is at the mistakes and I intend to cap1tahze
highest level it has ever been. And pn them."
when I'm re-elected I'll see that it
stays there, even if the whole city
council body belongs to the other
Classified
party."
"When would you decide if an
embargo was necessary, Es?"
Help! Is there a mechanic in yollr
"I'd know the moment when it house? '51 Chev P.U. needs
came. Even as a private citizen overhaul. 968-3275; keep trying.
I've tra veiled extensively to other
problems they've had and the
solutions they've used. I'm on very
Join the flying club. IFR
good terms with the leaders of all
Cessna 172, $13.50 per hour wet
the towns. I've even talked with
plus dues. Call Jim 963-3262 or
the Catholic priest over in Holy
Dana 962-9631.
City."
"Just because my opponent has
talked with the leaders doesn't
mean he understands the problems or the solutions. I've had to
deal with both on a daily bas.is. It's

Have something you need: to sell?

Classified Advertising
available through the Crier
accompanied by a pre-payment
of 25c per line ( 4-5 words)
Deadline for classified ads is Sunday
·before the up coming Thursday issue
STOP BY THE CAMPUS CRIER

11111

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.
11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Original research also available.
Enclosed is $1 .00 .
Please rush \.he catalog to:
Name_~~~~~---

Address - - - - - - - - - CitY-------~---

State - - - - - - Z i p _ __
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GEORGE STILLMAN art dept.
Monday's opening of Chris Sublett's sculpture in the Fine Arts
Gallery.

(Photo by Mary Wallace)

New looks gained
at conference
By MICHELLE BRUNSON
Humanities has taken a new
look at Eva-Marie Carne, professor of German, and Zoltan Kramar, acting dean of humanities,
Jiscovered at a humanities conference held in Santa Cruz, California.
The purpose of the eight-day
conference held last August 15
was to acquaint the 100 participants from western state insititutions with new ideas and concepts
presented by six case-study
models, (experimental programs).
These models were developed
by six of the ~nstitutions represented and were approved by the
organizers of the conference, National Endowment for the Humanities.
"Cultural Crisis and Creativity",
one of the six case-study models,
was developed by the Denver
University Humanities program.
"This plan," said Carne, "seems
the most suitable for putting into
operation at Central." Through
this program, Humanities, which
consists of different elements such
as art, philosophy, literature and
music, would be studied as a
whole.
Denver University's program
puts the model into effect. It
studies humanities as a whole by
observing only one great period at
a time such as the Renaissance.
A full quarter is devoted solely
to the study of humanities, mean-

ing no other courses will be take~
but those in that field. This allows
students the flexibility the schedule demands. A usual day goes as
follows: morning, 2 hour lecture
and discussion; group lunch; afternoon, 2 hour tutorial and/or workshop with a specialization chosen
by the student such as art or
literature; evening, coffee and a
repeat of all activities of the day
shown on video-tape.
Students may also receive the
opportunity to observe the cultural area under discussion. An
optional four-week trip is offered
that could take students to St.
Pauls' Cathedral in London if they
were studying "The Elizabethan
Era", while spending the summer
in England at the University of
Oxford.
A list of objectives are given to
each student who in turn chooses a
topic of concentration. A total of
eight hours a week are devoted to
the study of humanities alone.
This type of program offers
students the opportunity to study
the humanities as a whole on more
general terms.
Exposure to the new and varied
programs was expected to be
helpful to the administrators and
instructors by suggesting ways of
bettering their humanity programs to suit . their nP-ed.s.
Carne felt that the conference was
beneficial, as she returned with
new ideas on ways to improve the
humanities curriculum at Central.

CLUB FUNDING
AVAILABLE
$4,000 (Four Thousand Dollars)
available for clubs. Find out how
your club _can receive its fair

1

Herstory course new

In most history books th~ names
of Elizabeth Blackwell, Alice Paul
or .countless other women usually
aren't mentioned.
In fact, most people don't know
that the Equal Rights Am~ndment
is the brainchild of Alice Paul, a
91-year-old who has given her life
to its promotion. Elizabeth Blackwell's courage and determination
made her become the first American woman physician, swinging
open medical doors for others.
Dr. Gordon Warren, through his
class entitled "Women in American History" is seeking to fill the
gaps left in most history books.
"Herstory," as the class is
nick-named, is more than a series
of names and dates. "It's a starkly
realistic montage of roles women
played in the colonial era, the
frontier, in the labor force, or
among others, as suffragettes,"
said Warren.
"Throughout history," Warren

Ed itoria I
comments
'worthwhile'
To the eclitor:
Byron Akita certainly has a
controversial and seemingly
biased weekly column. However, I
thoroughly enjoy his views and the
stimulation of thought they procure.
I agree with much of the letter
written by Lilly Park, but I do find
the column worthwhile. It seems
that to get people involved with a
problem which doesn't affect
them, you must be drastic in your
approach and arouse their selfinterest. You have to be heard and
recognized.
True, ethnic groups are not the
only minorities. People are not the
same and this gives each of us our
own unique social problem.
I think it's imperative that we
hear honest, even biased account&

explained, "women have been
treated badly."
For example, the ideal woman
was supposed to love her children
and her role as a mother. But in
the colonial period "her husband at
his death could will custody of
their children to someone else," he
said.
It was also common for
men to be widowed four to six
times since the rigors of hard labor
and frequent child birth created an
early death , rate for women.
In the latter nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries many
women went to work in factories
to supplement their family's income. Generally, salaries were
low (about $6 a week) and the
working day often stretched to 14
hours.
Unions wouldn't come to the
women's aid until an uprising of
20,000 garment workers who,
according- to Warren, "went

through hell for 13 weeks ... being
beat by the police ... and told they
were on strike against God and
nature."

from people before we can ever
expect to "accept all people, all
races, all sexes--- all of the time."

confidence to better interact
socially.
I would encourage the publication of other various problems and .
responses, so that we may better
understand and more competently
find "the one common bond" in us
all.

Byron Akita is someone to be
respected. He's doing what he can
to give strength to people who
have a problem he is familiar with.
Hopefully, through this strength
those who need it can acquire the

But it took the tragedy of the
1911 Triangle Shirtwaste Fire
where 140 women died because
the factory exits were barred,
before working conditions im- .
proved.
On the frontier, Warren
commented, insanity among women reached epidemic proportions. Knowing little about mental
illness a't that time, physicians
thought a cure could be found by
surgery.
_
"I want to illustrate how women
have been treated, how they
responded and how it has effected
them today," Warren explained.
If at the end of the course, he
concluded, "you don't feel angry
then I've failed."

Michael Tokos

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

INDE.PENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

and compare our prices
Open
1pm-7pm
·Mon-Sat

l /2 gal Grade A Raw
l /2 gal 2% Past-Homo
l /2 gal Past-Homo
Pint Whipping Cream
l /2 gal Chocolate Milk

.64
.67
.67
.50
.91

(temporaily out)

portion by contacting

THE ASC OFFICE
In the SUB

phone 963-1691

Winegar's ••.•..
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 W. 11111 •• 121-1121

Open Monday thru Saturday 1 p.m.-7 p.m.
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Artist tones wood into Inasterpiece
By PAT KING

Chris Schambacher is carving an
"elephant desk" that contains
about 10,000 different pieces of
wood.
Schambacher started working
on his unique art project in
October of 1973.
His project must be seen ahd
touched to be truly appreciated.
Chris has given excruciating attention to detail on his elephant. The
animal's trunk flares open in a
: beautiful sweeping wave, the ears
are painstakingly carved and the
thigh muscles bulge and ripple.
The carving is awesome. It is so
different that it grabs the casual
viewer right between the eyes and
invites him to come closer. It urges
the observer to explore its curves,
valleys and cranies.
Schambacher has maintained a
life-long affection for wood.
"I've liked wood ever since I was
a little kid," he said. "I made my
first piece in kindergarten. I like

the natural qualities of wood. It woodshop, Schambacher said.
Chris modeled his art work from
has grain and an individuality you
an elephant standing on an ashcan use."
Schambacher has ta~en various tray.
"I used a 'Canadian Electrolux
technical art classes at Central.
"I took wood design from Gary Vacuum Cleaner Salesman of the
Galbraith. I started out in the Year Award' for my model." he
Technical, Industrial Education said. "It was a 1950 ashtray and
(TIE) Department. I wasn't satisfi- had this elephant on it. His stance
ed there. It was like working in a and shape and trunk were just
right," Chris said. "I took features
factory, Schambacher said.
But why is Chris making an from the African elephant, which
is much larger than- mine, and the
elephant?
"This is an investment," he said. Indian elephant. I also incorporat"It is my own personal degree of ed some of my own ideas," he said.
recognition. Instead of a paper
The artist is wholly involved jn
diploma in biology or journalism, I his creation.
'Tm exploring the shapes and
have my elephant desk. I wanted
something big enough to get the texture. I want to extend the
involved in. I had no idea how long limits of common woodworking
it would take when I started, and I tools. Even though I complain
still don't. I can't tell anybody about sanding, I enjoy the sculptwhen it will be done," Schambach- . ural progression from the tools
er said.
when they are used in an unconBorn in Whittier, . California, ventional manner," he said.
Chris has lived in Ellensburg off
The wooden animal will have a
and on for the past 6 years.
deep, dark, rich-looking Danish oil
"I'm living here to do art and finish over it when completed.
"I've used stairstep lamination
and a little steambending in the
construction," Schambacher explained. "Basically, it is a take-off
on building blocks that we all knew
as kids. The elephant is held
together by tite-bond glue and
steel reinforcement. I've used
predominately two types of wood,"
he said. "Shedua, a dark wood
from Ghana, Africa, composes the
body of the elephant, and bird's
eye maple is used for the interior
and tusks."

Schambacher's carved · animal
has life-like features and surfaces
that are contoured and smooth to
the touch. It is -a BIG project.
"I'm going to rent a horsetrailer
and take it down to be weighed,"
Chris said.

Give. the
Northwest's:
most beautiful gift
Blue Agate
Gemstones
-

Art ofJewelry
3-0 9 N. Pearl
-

What is in store for the future of
Chris and his wooden elephant?
"I would like · to have this
elephant desk seen. I want it
observed," he said. "I will always
own it, but it might be open for a
semi-permanent loan someday~'.'
Schambacher's talented skills
may provide a spring-board to a
bright future career. But don't
look for Chris on the assembly line
of a ma_~s production plant.
"Hopefully this is a quality
thing. I do one-of-a-Jdnd objects. I
want to work with people who
appreciate quality and know how
to take care of things. If I make
something different enough, it is
all going to work out in the
end ...... so I
can survive."
"I will continue to make objects
in a similar nature ... oddball things.
How often can people climb underneath an elephant and see how the
legs come together?" he said.
"I am also working with bits and
pieces of neon signs. A neon
glass-blower is an excellent artist,
but he just hasn't been recognized
as that," Schambacher said.
Chris Schambacher is a gifted
wood craftsman. Considering the
• imagination, energy and ingenuity
of Schambacher, it is staggering to
imagine what he might devise with
neon!

FIRE SALE
Tues. - So t.
3pm- 6pm

ROBERT REDFORD/DUSTIN HOFFMAN ALL THE PRESIDENTS MEN
Starring JACK WARDEN Special appearance by MARTIN BALSAM HAL HOLBROOK
and JASON ROBARDS as Ben Bradlee • Screenplay by WILLIAM GOLDMAN
Based on the book by CARL BERNSTEIN and BOB WOODWARD• Music by DAVID SHIRE
Produced by WALTER COBLE NZ • D reeled by ALAN J PAKU LA
A Wildwood Enterprises Production
A Robert Redford -Alan J Pakula Fdm
TECHNICOLOR

I!

Last Chance

75% Off

At Warehouse, N · W · Co rner o f 14th
and ·Alder (Student Vi I/age)

From Warner Bros " " " '

A Warner Communications Company ~

NOW AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Because all merchandise was subject to smoke, fire and !or
water dam-age, ALL SALES ARE FINAL· All manufacturers
warranties ore void. Buyer must determine suitability of
use prior to purchase.
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ON TO

VICTORY
YEA TEAM

Homecoming 7 976
Alumni, students and their families and townspeople who are also
fans filled the home bleachers last
weekend to cheer the Wildcats to
victory. Central trounced the
Eastern Oregon Mounties with a
27 to 9 win.
It was a perfect Indian Summer
day, hazy and golden, but there
was a hint of winter in the nippy
air. Besides the game, visitors and
students enjoyed lectures, a free
presentation of Bill Moeller as
Mark Twain, and the First Annual
Dress To Kill Boogie, a dance for
students, parents and alumni.

Local restaurants were full of
dormies and their parents out for a
good meal. Local establishments
were full, too, and beer parties
proliferated on campus.
It all seemed like a Homecoming
corny enought to be a Hollywood B
movie, but where was the queen
and her court. Where were the
dorm contests for decorations?
Where were the floats, the effigies
of the team opponent?
It seems that although some
tradition was cancelled for lack of
interest, Homecoming keeps on
going.

KINDA COLD?
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PARENT- ALUMNI EAT TOGETHER
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A HALF-TIME HARMONY
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The Sounds of Autumn... Sweeter Than Ever,
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HAND. ALL
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PRICES GOOD .
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harman/kardon
I
SHURE

"I
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Sy.stem 2: ''Half-Price H;~iria.ii:''\ . . . . . ../ .

"Warm 'n' Cozy"

,
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":.:· ... ~~.l!l

with this ''Double Truckload" of Fantastic Stereo 'Buys!
•

·:-

RECEIVERS,
Iharman/kardon I AMPS, TUNERS,
ETC.

®
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MULTIPLE PLAY
MANUAL
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TURNTABLES

-. 11111 ~-- .·--t". .. -·
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Start with the most popular $200 receiver ever made, the
Harman/Kardon 3308. HIH>k up the full-size, 2-way Harman/Kardon
HK40 speakers [their bass response is terrific!]. Plug in the reliable
Garrard 770-M, which we supply with base, dust cover and Shure M93E
, cartridge. Then settle back and enjoy! And enjoy the savings, too-$216
worth.

Total Retail Value $585

SALE PRICE

$ 369

.

S~ld

separately for $ 299°

Here's a Double Handfull of Sound
"
'
Reasons to Deal with STEREOCRAFT:
.,

B.I.C. ~40, wood base, cover, Empire 2000E-III cart.
$207
B.I.C. 980, wood base, cover, Empire 2000E-III
297
Thorens TD165C, base, cover, Empire 2000E-III
240
Sony PS2350 semi-auto, base, cover, Empire 2000E-III
230
Technics SL1500, Empire 2000E-III
270
Garrard 770M, base, cover, Shure M93E
160

Sale
$119
179
159
149

199
79.95

CAR1,RIDGES.. ~UPGRADE YOURS NOW.
Item
Audio Technica AT13EA
Empire
2000E-III
Shure
M91ED
Shure
M95ED

List
$65
70
60
65

Sale
$29.95
29.95
24.95
29.95

1. STEREOCRAFT has the best prices-always competitive and we've
got THE BRANDS YOU WANT.

2. SATISFACTION GUAR/.NTEED' Money ba~k within 7 days of
purchase (for unblemished gear; complete with cartons, manuals, blank
warranty cards).
3. PRICE PROTECTION PO't..ICY: If you buy a system from us and see
it advertised for less within 30 days (a most unlikely event!), bring us the
ad; we'll refund the differe_nc~.
4. GUARANTEED TRADE~iN VALtlE: You may "trade up" any item
(speaker, turntable, etc.) (undamaged, in carton, with warranty card)
any time within 45 days and recieve FULL PURCHASE PRICE as
trade-in allowance. (Trade Qtust be t,pward item of equal or greater
value.)
5. SPEAKER TRADE-UP POLICY: Use 'em free, up to a year-then
trade up. You may trade b{'ck your,undamaged speakers for FULL
PURCHASE PRICE, ANY TIME WITHIN A YEAR OF PURCHASE,
toward speakers costing at least twice as much.
6." EXTENDED WARRANTIES on .!!11 STEREOCRAFT pre-selected
systems.
7. FREE local delivery and set-up, if you desire.

'

HEADPHONES OUT THE EAR!
Item
PIONEER SE 100 Eletret Headphones
SENNHEISER HD424 Open -~ir Headphones

List
$130
80

Sale
$69
59

$169
299
369
549
129
129
89

•]

BESIDES Terrific Buys,

List

Sale
---

*Harman/Kardon TA600 AM/FM reciever .... . ........ .... .. . $200
($400 retail value I
*B.I.C. 980 belt-drive, programmable turntable with wood base, dust
cover and Empire 2000E-III cartridge $297 ~alue ............. $229
*Two Advent loudspeakers...an industry bargain at ............ $260
Total Retail Value $957. OUR PRICE $ 689
Save $268 ,.
~

•

TURNTABLE

$220
400
450
704
170
170
130

That's Right! In this systen.'l, you get a $400
Harman/ Kardon receiver for half price!

*Only in this ·s ystem.

Item

List

HARMAN/ KARDON 330B AM/ FM receiver
HARMAN/ KARDON T A600 AM/ FM rec'r (76 watts RMS)
SONY T AE 5450 preamp
SAE Mkl-M with cabinet
SONY
T A1066 amplifier
SONY
ST5066
tuner
SONY NR115 Dolby Noise Reduction unit

COMPLETE YOUR SYSTEM
WITH A TAPE DECK:
List

Sale

$1050

$899

Tandberg 3600XD (Dolby) Reel Deck
and FREE ... $100 in Maxell tape!

699

549

Tandberg TCD 310 cassette deck
and FREE ... $64' in Maxell tape!

500

399

TEAC A3300S Reel Deck
and FREE ... $100 in Maxell tape!

699.95

559.95

449

299.95

349.95

279.95

Item
Tandberg 9200XD (Dolby) Reel Deck
and FREE .. $150 in Maxell 10 1/z inch tape!

cassette

TEAC

450

SONY

TC353

Reel

deck
Deck

LOAD UP ON CASSETTES!
Item

List

Maxell · UDC 90 cassettes
$5.30
TDK SA 90 cassettes
5.29
**These prices good in lots of 6 or mm:e cassettes

Sale
$2.99**
3.49**

8. LOANER EQUIPMENT: If rour STEREOCRAFT purchase ever
requires warranty service, we'll lend you a replacement.
9. CONVENIENT FINANC.NG: WJ'll help you arrange financing on
your pu.·chase if you wish.
10. STEREOCRAFT SYSTEMS FEATURE ONLY NAMEBRAND,
HIGHLY RF.~PECTED S~EAi1KEAS Like Advent, JBL, -ADS,
Dahlquist and Allison-no phony "Private label" speakers with names
like "Shazaam," "Atlantic" or "Mili'age." We care enough to give you the
very best!

..
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'
J

~~~-~-~~~~

Item

""

--=~-

962-2830

-
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White plays cue

.<.(P_hoto _by

lV!_~ry

Wallace)

A new generation
of College Rings ...

"All classes have been cancelled
because I'm here," professional
pool player Jack White announced.
White gave two pool exhibitions at
Central Friday in the SUB pit.
Classes may not have been
officially cancelled, but White kept
a large crowd captivated with his
sarcastic wit and talent in"poolology." At least most of tfie crowd.
There is always one student -who
attepts to leave early. "Where ya
going kid, potty?" White snapped.
"You'll learn more here than you
will in your classes."
White's career started when he
turned down a football scholarship
at Notre Dame to play pool. A
hustler for 20 years, White turned
to exhibition pool. He claims to
have paid $810,000 in taxes Jast
year before receiving a letter from
the government stating he owed
another $87 ,000.
Each time White shot he offered
spectators a reward if he failed to
make the shot. The rewards
ranged from an all expense paid
trip to Wenatchee, to $1,000, to
"everybody gets to attack the red
head" as he -p ointed to a spectator.
One shot caused a different reaction.
'Tm going to shoot this shot
eight times. if I don't get it
everybody gets a free lunch in the
cafeteria," White said. After making the shot he noted "this is the
first time everybody rooted for
me."
-The poof ace is used to publicity
and meeting famous people.
Among those he knows best is Don

LIBERTY Theatre
They're simpler, sleeker-and more feminine than college rings have
ever been before. Created especially for the woman who wants
beautiful jewelry as well as a college tradition.
If you're not sure you want a college ring, be sure to come in and
take a look at the ArtCarved Fashion Collection. Because if you didn't
want one ~efore, you will now.
-

Rickles. "The one I knew before he
was famous was Don Rickles,"
White explained,-adding, "He picked up a lot of my stuff."
During the performance White
responded to questions from the
crowd. Among the things of interest to students was who are the
best celebrity pool players. He
says Micky Rooney is the best
male player while Gail Fisher is
the best female player. He noted
the second best female players are
Joey Heatherton and Debbie Reynolds because "their games are
really developed."
"The top players in the world
consider God the only one who can
beat me"-and they're probably
right," White stated. "You know
how popular I am? The Pope likes
me, and you know if he likes me, I
socialize with the right people."
All the clowning didn't affect
White's pool game. He defeated
challenges from the audience with
little difficulty, and then proceeded to show the crowd some of the
trick shots that have made him
famous.
White's repertoire of trick shots
include "the hardest trick shot in
the world." He spins his object ball
on the right side of the table, then
banks it into the left side pocket.
He demonstrated this and many
other shots to the audience.
Jack White provides a unique
combination of talent and wit
which makes him an outstanding
entertainer. This was his eighth
visit to Central, and most likely
not his last.

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
Shows 7:00 and 9:00

MARTY FELDMAN & QOM DELUISE
IN MEL BROOK'S

ArtCarved is not for women only. They offer the finest selection of
men's college rings, including exciting
new gold signet rings for men_

RING DAY

October 21st and 22nd
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
, iThe · Bookstore-In the
"' ~oullion Building
college- jew·e /ery( etc)

That's when the ArtCarved repr~sentative will
be here to help you select your college jewelry.
It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or
Ban kAmeri card.

SAVE $5

when you pay in full.

World-famous for diamond and wedding rings

HELD OVER AT
BOTH TH EATERS
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Robin Mates:

KCWS Music Menu
Rod Stewart's success as a
composer and singer has always
depended on the mixture of the
unique rhythm section of his past
group, ••Faces." The assistance
that Ron Wood contributed gave
Stewart an original and complimentary sound. The end result-success.
When "Faces" broke up and
Wood went to the Stones, some
felt that Stewarts rocking abilities
would become a thing of the past.
However, Rod Stewart has morethan survived his separation with
Faces.
A Night on the Town is as lively
as · any of his past works. The
studio musicians he employs on A
Night on the Town are as gutsy as
any in the past. The album opens
with a Stewart original, Ball Trap.
As always, the lyrics are excellent.
He is disgusted with a girl that
continually abuses him; "living in a
ball trap, hung up on a one night
stand."
An old Manfred Mann tune,
Pretty Flamingo, is done to the
utmost. The album's weak point
lies in its lack of original compositions. More than half of the album
was written by other artists.
"Big Bayou", a country rocker, is
done with a Keith Richard style
rhythm lead. It is unusual for Rod
to do. a tune that was also done by

J

Wood on· his first solo LP.
Needless to say, Wood's version is
a little better . .
On the slow side of the LP, Rod
is exhibited as a well-polished
singer. The most striking tune is a
ballad called "The Killing of
Georgie", Parts I & II.
Rod smgs of a gay friend in New
York that was senselessly killed.
The song is effective and striking.
The last statement is "Georgie was
a friend of mine."
The First Cut is the Deepest
a Cat Steven's tune, it is by far the
best tune on the LP. It is difficult ·
to understand why it wasn't
successful for Stevens. The lyrics
are touching and the melody
incredibly inspiring. The song's
only drawback is a slightly hyped
guiter solo that seems just a little
too fast.
All in all, Rod knocked me out
with A Night on the Town. The
album was aired in its entirety last
evening on the New Album Prevue Show at 8:00.
Tonights new album preview
show will be Roger McGuinn.
Cardiff RoseMcGuinnwas formally
with the "Birds" and ''The Rolling
Thunder Review.'' Special guest
guitarist Mick Ronson (of David
Bowie· fame) is also featured.
The preview will be aired at 8:00
pm tonight on KCWS Rock 91.

Off-campus club set
For some time now, there has
been ·a new student week, but
there has never been a new
off-campus student week. So a
committee consisting of Don
Caughey, Mike McLeod, Don
Wise, Mike Lansing, Ian Gorne,
Terry Milne and Dick Neier are ·
trying to organize a group for
off-campus students.
"The idea behind the off-campus
club," said Don Guy, dean of
student development, -"is that
many students that have studentto-student contact, have this contact only inside the classroom. So
one of the ways we can have
students meet one another outside
of the classroom is to form the
pff-C!_f!!pus student club.:~- _
So the committee sent out 160
letters to new off-campus students, inviting them to attend the
first meeting. As many as 30
students attended, coming from as
·
far as Cle Elum.
At the first meeting they discussed how to organize a club that
would be recognized by the ASC.
"As a club recognized by the ASC,
we would be eligible for funds,"
·Guy said. A pot luck dinner was
·
also planned at the meeting.
If any olT-Campus students are
interested in off-campus activities,
LOVE imaainatively expreued in ...
Dazzling Diamonds
GUmmerina Gold
Precious Platinum

DISCOUNTS TO SnJDENTS
FACULTY & STAFF
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% CT. 575
% CT. S49S
~CT. 5250
JCT. $695
VHt 1rr1y of m agnificent dl1mond
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buying dlr1ct from leedlno dh1mond
Importer. Purch- by mill. phone or
from ehowroom. Send $1 for color
c1t1log to SMA Dl1mond Importer•,
Inc .. Box 42. Fenwood. N.J. 07023
(lndlc1te name of echool) or cell

(201) '96• · 79'75, (212) 682-3390,
(215) L03-1848 or (609) 779·1050
for loc1tlon of ehowroom n11r•t
you.

they can leave their name and
address at the information booth
in the SUB. Students who would
like further information can contact Don Wise, assistant dean of
student union and activities. His
office is behind the information
booth in the SUB.

Bill Moellerportrays'Twaid
By DAVID ADAMS
To a warm and responsive
audience of 500, Bill Moeller in his
portrayal of Mark Twain highlighted this year's Parents-Alumni
weekend in a free performance at
McConnell Auditorium last Friday
night.
Backstage after the performance, Mr. Moeller greeted a few
friends and discussed his feelings
about Mark Twain "He's a fascinating character and the more · I
read the more fascinated I become." He added, "Everything
Mark Twain wrote you could read
aloud. He's a product of the lecture
age. I think he was a genius."
During the past two years
Moeller has read almost everything Twain wrote and has most of
the stories and scenes memorized.'
He said, "I try to learn something
new for each performance, a new
line or comment so the performance will be fresh."
Moeller started to do Twain two
years ago when the performers at
the local theatre group didn't show
up. Bill gave a reading from a few
of Twain's works and people have
been asking him to do them ever
since.

moustache and wrinkles, they're
my own."
Though the performance Friday
night was lightly interrupted by a
janitor hammering on pipes in the
basement, it did not hinder Moeller. He said, "Once, while playing
at a local faiD I had just started
performing when a demolition
derby commenced so if I can play
through that, I can play through
most anything."
When Bill isn't portraying Mark
Twain he lives in Centralia with
his wife and is program director
for KELA radio. "I do about two
performances a month except this
I xear I'v~ av_e~g-e~ three,:• he said.
Most of Bill's stage experience
came when he was in high school
and he hoped to continue. "But I
got a job as a disc jocket," Bill said,
"and -for the next 20 years I
worked odd hours so it was hard to
get into theatre. But in the fast
four years I've become involved
with the local little theatre group
and presently I'm directing Play it
Again Sam by Woody Allen."
In closing, Bill said, "Th-o\igff
I've played a lot of banquets and
have done a couple TV commercials for a local savings and loan
bank, it's the college audiences I
like best."

"MARK TWAIN"

Costuming and make-up to characterize Twain on stage have
improved Moeller's act. "My suit
has an interesting story behind it,
he w~nt on to say, "I thought that
the Good Will would have one but
unfortunately they didn't so I had
to start searching around. A friend
of mine bought the jacket for her
husband but he couldn't wear it so
she gave it to me. The pants I
found in a bargain basement in
Seattle for two dollars and the
vest my wife made. The wig is an
inexpensive one and the rest is
stage make-up except for the

''I ·Found It' on
I

TV

"Here's Life in America" was members telephoning the local
the theme for a series of programs campaign headquarters during the
held Oct. 14~16.
program's broadcast. The people
According ·to Terry Brown, a who attended "Here's Life in
Campus Crusade for Christ work- A~erica" will be assigned callers
er, the program's purpose was to and will make appointments to
train volunteers for the "I Found . meet with them personally.
It" campaign.
Brown noted that the "I Found
"This campaign," he explained," It" concept involves a degree of
is sponsored by the Crusade and ~spense and declined to elaborate
will be a means of sharing what on the details of the actual
Jesus has done in our lives."
campaign. The meetings were
To be broadcast over radio and · from 7 to 9 pm and attracted 200
TV in November, the ''I Found It" volunteers! 75 of which were
campaign will involve audience Central students.

Hamburger,
French Fries, I
Small ·Drink
OnlJ
10th I Aldar
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AFT pushes for bargaining
By MARCY BAKER
The American Federation of ·
Teachers (AFT) will be pushing
hard to obtain collective bargaining legislation for college and
university professors this year.
Wilbur Johnson, president of the
AFT chapter at Central, said,
!, "People who are in a position to
· judge are optimistic that our goal
can be achieved this legislative
session."
Johnson said that in the past,
bargaining legislation has gotten
"bottled up in committee and not
, gotten out on the floor" for a vote.
But last session, he said, the
legislation came very close to
being passed. This is why probargaining factions are optimistic that
success will come this next time
around.
. The AFT was narrowly voted in
by the faculty as Central's agent
for obtaining collective bargaining.
The election was held at the end of
spring quarter this year. The AFT
received 146 votes and the American Association for University
' Professors [AA UP] collected 138
•1

votes.
Johnson commented that the
AFT has contributed funds this
year toward a drive to get collective bargaining through judicial
means rather than through the
legislative process.
He said that the Eastern Washington State College chapter of
AFT is preparing to file a lawsuit.
The suit claims that college and
university faculty members are
not receiving equal treatment
under the law because they are the

are made and how funds are
allocated."
More importantly, Johnson said,
the AFT has yet to determine
"more clearly just what it is that
individual faculty members would
like their bargaining agent to get
for them."
Standard collective bargaining
objectives deal with such things as
salaries, provisions for professional leaves, and promotions and
tenure, explained Johnson. But, he
said, ''he could not hazard a guess
as to what issues would be dealt
with first when bargaining legislation is passed."

only state employees who do not
have collective bargaining privileges.
"Eastern hopes to get a favorable court decision," explained
Johnson, "which would bring
about collective bargaining legislation ·by judicial decision rather
than through the legislative
process."
This new effort does not mean,
however, that AFT has abandoned
its campaign in the legislature.
As the agent for Central, the AFT
will support and contribute financially to several other organizations who have concentrated their
efforts in Olympia.
Johnson said that the AFT as
well as the AAUP and the National Society of Professors [NSP]
contribute to the Faculty Coalition
Fund. He said, "Their contribu. tions help pay for a -professional
lobbyist to support collective bargaining in Olympia."
Johnson noted that the AFT has
alot of work to do on campus.
Part if it, he said, "is learning more
about what goes on--how decisions

f

OUTDOOR rROGRAMS
This year Central Recreation's
Outdoor Program Coordinator
'T heresa Garrick is planning
events which offer Central's students enjoyable and interesting
outdoor activities.
Be sure and come in to sig-n uo

"If you asked ten faculty members which issue they thought was
most important you would get
quite a few separate answers,"
Johnson said.

According to Johnson, students
also have an important stake in the
collective bargaining issue. He
said, "I think - collective bargaining--when it comes--will improve
the campus community for everyone, particularly students."

-
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for the Day Hike at Ingalls
Pass. Departure time will be 9:30
am and return at 5:00 pm. Cost is
$1.50 per person to cover transportation.
Sign up in the Tent 'n Tube
Rental Shop in the SUB. For more
information call or drop by the
Tent 'n Tube. 963-3537.
INTRAMURALS
Volleyball sign up sheets are
due by Oct. 21 in Pavilion 108,
the Intramural Office. There must
be 10 people on the roster. Hurry,
leagues are filling fast. League
play begins Oct. 25
Volleyball referees needed!!!
Apply in person, Nicholson Pavilion, 108, weekdays between 2 and
-5 pm.

AFROTCTALK

SWEA MEETING

Lt. Col. Lawrence Bar bay, new
Central AFROTC commander will
be speaking to AFROTC cadets
and any int.erested persons on
Wed., Oct. 27 in the small SUB
theater at 7 pm. He will also relate
his POW experiences and civilians
are invited to attend.
JOB
There is a job open in coordinating arts and crafts fairs, student
wage, carries responsibilities,
average 8-10 hrs. per week.
Applications available in main
office of SUB 102. 963-1511.
ASC BLOOD DRIVE
There will be an ASC Blood
Drawing Tuesday, Oct. 26 from
11-3 pm in the SUB Ballroom.
Free food and drinks will be
_served.
SKI CLUB
There will be a Ski Club meeting
on Thur.s. Oct. 21 at 7 pm in Sub
209.
CRISIS LINE TRAIN-ING
Crisis Line needs volunteers.
Enroll for the fall training session
Oct. 29 through 31. A pre-training
orientation will be held Tuesday
Oct. 26 from 7 to 9 pm. Call
925-2223 or 925-4168 for more
information.
LOST CONTACTS
AND GLASSES
A student has lost his contacts,
case and glasses somewhere on
campus. They were found and
turned into the p.e. department
office. Call Rochelle at 963-1191 to
claim them.
MINI-WORKSHOP
The Dabbler will have a miniworkshop from 7 to 10 pm on
Monday~ October 25. The workshop will have a carnival theme
and will offer macrame hangers,
egghead· dolls, simple loom weaving and coil baskets. There will be
a minimal fee for . each craft.
Interested students and faculty
may sign up in the Dabbler Arts
and Crafts room from 11 to 1 up
until the day of the workshop.

There will be a Student Washington Education Association
meeting Oct. 28th at 3 pm !n
Black Hall 103.
LDSFILM
There will be a free public
showing of the film The Joseph
Smith Story. It is sponsored by the
Latter-Day Saint Student Association and will be shown from noon
to 1 pm in the SUB pit on Fri. Oct.
22. Everyone is invited to stop by.
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
The Associated Students of
Central will sponsor a leadership
workshop for student body officers
from junior high schools through
the Yakima Valley, October 28,
from 9 am to 3 pm in Grupe
Conference Center.
Students will be shown various
leadership techniques including
leadership styles, characteristics
and how to run a meeting.
4-H CLUB LEADER
The Kittitas County extension
Service is in need of assistant
and/or project leaders for 4-H
clubs. If you would like to help out
contact Joe Kropf, County Extension Agent, 925-3157.
Cooperative Extension Service
programs and activities are available to all people regardless of
race, color, sex or national origin.
AMERICAN FOLK ART
Chris Sublett, art prof. from
Eastern Washington StateCollege,
whose sculpture is eurrently exhibited in the fine arts gallery,
Randall Hall, Room 118, will
present a slide show and talk on
American Folk Art, tonight at 7
pm. All interested people are
invited.
FANTASTIC REALITIES
Art work of artists in the area
will be featured in the Yakima
Room of the SUB today and
tomorrow. The emphasis will be •
on the imagination.
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The Best In Town

FLA'N NEL SHIRTS
BOLD BRIGHT FALL PATTERNS
MADE OF l 00% WOVEN
COTTON FLANNEL

8.00

171lhhJ'a.
DOWNTOWN

Details about the 2nd annual
Pre-Halloween Party will be in next weeks crier
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Think twice about UFO sighting_!

Hot air balloon piloted by Central prof
By DAVE PAYSON
What can always be counted
on--weather permitting--to rise to
the occasion?
Lee Fisher's hot air balloon, of
course.
Fisher and his family have often
been sighted in the skies over the
Kittitas Valley this past summer
and fall, doing what gives them a
lift--flying the family balloon, Chinook.
An assistant professor of aerospace studies at Central, Fisher
said that ballooning is a family
affair. His wife, daughter and son
all get into the act.
"My wife, Lois, is about threequart'ers of the way through the
private pilot license program for
light-air balloons," he said. "My

When the lessons are completed
Fisher and his wife or an assistant
pull in the tether ropes and make
preparations for a cross-country
flight. It is then that the real fun
begins.
"I should write a book called
Conversations With Onlookers
From a Low Flying Balloon,"
Fisher said of his cross-country
flight experiences. "Invariably,
when you're flying along a highway at about 150 to 200 feet,
people will stop their cars and
holler 'Jp, 'Where are you going?'
We usually shout down the obvious truth, 'We don't know!'. The
next question from the onlookers
is, 'Are you going to land?' And to
this we reply, 'We hope so!"'
And then there was the time on
a cross-country flight that Fisher

150-foot dropline to them. They
can then walk the balloon to the
desired landing ~rea."
For a man who has flown almost
every type of aircraft the past 25
years, Fisher finds the sport of
ballooning particularly gratifying.
"It's a whole new dimension in
flying, to pass over the ground at
two or three miles per hour," he
said. "You see things you hadn't
noticed in 10 years of flying over
the same ground in speedier
aircrafts. One strange thing that
I've noticed is that domestic
animals don't seem to be frightened by the balloon, but wildlife like
coyotes and foxes have an immediate reaction of fear. I guess that
time with the bulls would be an
exception to this.
The balloon's slow travel has

UP UP AND AWAY
(Photo by Debbie Snyder)

ANYBODY UNDERNEATH?
(Photo by Debbie Snyder)
daughter, Roseann, is actively
involved as a student pilot and is
training for her first solo flight in a
balloon. Robbin, my son, has been
busy with school and working, so
he hasn't done much flying but he
helps on the ground crew."

and his crewmate almost came
down in a pasture full of bulls.

also made me aware of the
ever-changing wind patterns. De"We were drifting towards the pending on your altitude, the
drive-in theater, " he recalled, wind's direction and velocity is
"and there was a ~ield full of large constantly changing."
One of Fisher's favorite" pastmature bulls. We planned to land
just beyond the herd when a times with Chinook is "barnstormA typical Saturday morning sudden downdraft put our ap- ing" small towns. He explained
finds the Fisher family at Ellens- proach right towards them. They how this works: "Before we come
burg's Mt. View Park getting were very placid until our large into a town we check with its
Chinook ready to fly. Lee Fisher shadow fell across them and the mayor, police and fire department
also uses these occasions to give noise from our burner scared to make sure it's all right. We also
ballooning lessons to student pi- them. All of a sudden they got let the Federal Aeronautics Assoclots.
restless and began butting each iation (FAA) know we are going to
be flying up to 200 feet above the
"We get up early in the morning other and running around in
town.
When we come in, the
heat
and
circles.
We
applied
more
and check the wind. If it's not
people
come
out in droves to see
managed
to
climb
out
of
there."
blowing too hard, we call the
us. Some of them seem stricken
ground crew and rendevous at the
Fisher explained how a ground
with sheer wonder. Others come
park," he said.
crew operates in conjunction with
out to watch the dingbats "kill"
"Getting the balloon ready to fly · a balloon on a cross-country flight.
themselves. We give the people
takes about 15 to 20 min.utes under
rides, and everyone has a great
"Their task is to be up with the
normal conditions. I give the balloon or in front of it--in terms of time."
student pilots about 40 minutes of ground travel," he said. "This
On Oct. 23 at 2 pm the flying
training. They practice infla,ting usually involves dog-legging it
Fisher family plans to be in Roslyn
the balloon, flying on tether; that's around right angles in the direcCity Park for just such an event.
with the balloon's ropes attached tion of the balloon's flight. Ideally,
Accompanying them, of course,
to a ground object; take-offs, the ground crew is always in front , will be the star attraction, Chinook
ascents and aerostation, which is of the balloon, so when it comes in --all 57 ,000 cubic feet of it.
Up, up and away!
staying at a constant altitude."
to land the pilot can release his

Po I ice
Auction
Scheduled
The Campus Police auction of
unclaimed found property is scheduled for Nov. 7 at 1 pm. It is to be
held at the Recreation building at
14th and Ch~stnut.
Bargain hunters and those who
have never been to an auction
should find this even of interest.
Professional auctioneer Ed Scott,
will be auctioning qff bicycles,
musical instruments, furniture and
clothing.
"The auctions which started in
1973 have been successful", said
Sergeant Berkley. Profits from
·the auction go to the Kittitas
' County current expense fund as
dictated by law.

the vest is back
and at its very best
•
1n
our
up-dated
classic
suits
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Cla'N EO

Cats' win!
Central broke its losing streak an 80-yard drive with a 12-yard
of four games last weekend at scamper.
The Wildcats finalized their
home as the Wildcat's whipped
Eastern Oregon in front of a fine scoring for the afternoon in the
third period on an 80-yard march.
· homecoming crowd.
The win put Central in a tie for Tremper finished the drive with a
third place in the Evergreen one-yard plunge, his sixth TD of
the season.
Conference with a 1-1 record.
Tremper finished up the day
The big plus for Central was the
fine showing put on by the offense, with 85 yards on 23 carries. John
in addition to a fine performance Ross added 52 on 17 carries.
1
Central will travel to Oregon
by the defense. The Wildcats
' rushed for 265 yards, 108 coming this Saturday to meet Southern
from sophomore quarterback Jon Oregon. Southern Oregon is currently 2-1 in league play and
Martin.
Defensively, the play of line- bombed Eastern Washington last
backer Rick Harris was superb. weekend, 42-13.
Harris, a 220 pounder from Toppenish, picked off a Mountie pass,
3 6 0 0--9
recovered a fumble and was credit- Eastern Oregon
cwsc
14 6 7
0-27
ed with a quarterback sack.
EO--Rice 33-yard field goal.
Eastern jumped out in front
CWSC--Martin one run (Syria
with a 33-yard first quarter field
goal, but Central took advantage kick). ·
CWSC--Syria 23-yard field goal.
of two Oregon miscues to go ahead
CWSC--Syria 24-yard field goal.
for good.
EO--Lyden 12-yard run (run
Central's first opportunity ocfailed).
curred when they recovered a
CWSC--Tremper one run (Syria
bobbled punt return on the Mountie 15-yard line. Five plays later kick).
Martin took it over.
EOC
CWSC
On Eastern Oregon's next
series, Harris picked up his interFirst Downs
18
19
ception and returned it to the
Rushes-yards 48-218 71-265
Mountie six-yard line. Martin
Passing yards
85
85
again took it over from the one.
Total Offense
303
299
In the second quarter Central
Punts-Average 5-37 .0 6-31.2
added six points on a pair of field 3-3
1-1
Fumbles
goals by Mark Syria. It was
Penalties-Yards 10-90 6-60
Syria's first game as the place
, kicker. His first one was a 23-yarder and his second came from 24
Saturday's Results--CWSC 27,
yards out.
Eastern Oregon 9; Southern OreEastern Oregon picked up its gon 42, EWSC 13; Oregon College
only touchdown in the second 28, WWSC 27; St. Mary's 36,
quarter when Mike Lyden capped Oregon Tech 21 (non-conference).

THE FINEST LEATHER BOOTS

JIM TREMPER - Central's #28, keeps clear of
Eastern Oregon College team foes in Saturday

afternoon homecoming victory.
·
(Photo by Debbie Snyder)

New coaches for women
Three new faces will be coaching
women's sports this year at Central, including an ex-Olympic
swimming star.
Swimmer John McConnochie,
who competed in the Olympic
games in Munich in 1972 and again
in Montreal this past summer, has
been named coach for the Central
women's swim team.
Central graduate Michael Crouch is to head the women's
junior varsity volleyball, basketball and track programs this year.
Serving as next spring's womens'
tennis coach is Neil Roberts,
Central Education Department
faculty member and noted Northwest tennis player.
A graduate student in physical
education at Central, the 22-year-

old McConnochie swam competitively for the University of Oregon
while completing a bachelor of
science degree in business management. He graduated from Oregon last soring.
' McConnochie hoids four Oregon
school records and earned AllAmeriean status twice during his
collegiate career.
Last March McConnochie broke
two New Zealand national swimming records while earning a spot
on his nation's four-man Olympic
swim team. At the games he
placed 16th in the 400-meter
individual medley. At Munich four
years earlier, he finished 11th in
the same event and 14th in the 200
meter individual medley.
McConnochie says the season

X-country reaps l st
Central's Jjm Hennessy picked
up another first place last weekend as he captured the Western
Washington State College Invitational cross country race in Bellingham.
Hennessy -covered the five-mile
course in a record time of 24
minutes and 24 seconds. Second
place went to former Wildcat
runner Bruce Manclark, who
clocked in a 24:28 running for Club
Northwest.

Central finished the team scoring in third behind winners Highline Community College and Club
Northwest.
Other Central runners were Lou
Boudreaux, eighth in 24:55; Toby
Suhm, 14th in 25:29; and Mike
Wold, 16th in 25:32. Mike Anderberg ended 18th, Fred Hicks, 33rd
and Gavlan George 37th.
Central's next meet will be at
Eastern Washington this Saturday.

looks prom1smg. The team is
com posed of many prom1smg
freshmen and several returning
swimmers who placed in the
NCWSA championships last
spring.
The 24-year-old Crouch, native
of Fayetteville N.C., earned a
bachelor's degree in education
from Central last spring and is
presently working on a master's
degree is physical education.
He played basketball at Fort
Steilacoom Community College
and earned letters at Clover Park
High School in Tacoma in football,
basketball and baseball.
Dr. Roberts, a Northwest ranked tennis player by 1Jnitec 3tates
Lawn
Tennis
Association
(USLTA) standards, will coach
womens' tennis. Entering his
seventh year of teaching education
at Central, Roberts also has instructed a number of tennis classes and conducted an alumni tennis
clinic on campus this past summer.
This is the first coaching job for
the 43-year-old Roberts, who holds
the second-seeded spot in the
Northwest junior veterans singles
division and is ranked first in the
doubles division.

Hockey

triples
in tourney

Quality
Carlton Boots

$69.95/pr.

(two top on the rack)

Boots from (f!~
Texas Boots Co.

$45.00/pr.

(middle left)

Also from Texas
Boot Co.

$38.00/pr.

(two on bottom)

At
the

SHOE SOLE

423
N. Pearl
925-4310

The women's field hockey team
won a game, lost one and tied
another in a round-robin tournament last Saturday at Washington
State University.
The CP.nt,ral victory was a 4-0
romp over Oregon State University, with senior Nancy Halverson
leading the way with two goals.
Captain Kelly Martin and Melissa
Martin scored the other two.
Coach Jean Putnam said "they
played more as a team rather than
eleven different individuals. They
executed some beautiful pass
plays and they improved both
their offense and defense."
Central lost to the University of
Idaho for the second week in a
row, 1-0. Idaho scored the winning
goal in the last five minutes of the
game.
Becky Turner made a bandstop
on a corner to assist sweeper
Bobbie Catron in scoring a goal to
make it a 1-1 tie with Western
Washington State.
The team travels to PLU on
Friday to meet PLU, Western, and
Eastern. They are 2-2-1 so far this
season.

Volleyball team
takes third place -
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Field hockey

NW teams to meet in Nov.
By KAY CORY

By KAY CORY
In women's volleyball action last
weekend Central placed third in·
their division at the United States
Volleyball Association (USVBA)
tournament.
Larry's Sport Center, a team
from Portland took the title with a
12-0 record in the tournament.
Sun Rey Up Lee, another ~ortland
team, took second with an 8-4
record. The Central team's record
in the tournament was 7-5.
This weekend the Central spikers travel to a tournament at
Eastern Washington State College.

Playing well for their first
match the Central Junior varsity
volleyball team coached by Mike
Crouch, won and lost last weekend. They defeated the varsity
team of Wenatchee Valley Junior
College twice, 15-10 and 15-11.
Columbia Basin College downed
the Central spikers twice, 15-8 and
15-12.
Coach Crouch said "I was very
pleased with the team. Connie
Glasscock played extremely well
in helping _o• t the team."
·
The jur .ur varsity team travels
to CBC on Friday and has a home
match against WVC on Saturday.

On, off campus
jobs available
The following positions are currently available through the Student Employment Office:
Service Station Attendant (A-1)
located in Vantage. Allowance.
given for travel. Salary plus
commission for selling station products.
Babysitting (B-1) from 1-5 pm
Mon.-Fri. Transportation needed.
Babysitting (B-2) person needed
several times each week. Located
near to campus.
Babysitting (B-7) everv Wednesday from 1:30-3 pm. Located
near college.
Clerical (C-9) positions available
on ca,nipus. Must be available
mornihgs onlv.
.
Driver (D-1) wanted every Wed.
morning to travel to Seattle.
Return by noon. Owners car is
avilable for travel or compensation
for the use of employee's car.
References and good driving record are a must.
Carpenter's Asst. (C-2) wantea
full-time or part-time. No experience necessary.
Delivery/Janitorial (M~9) person wanted Mon.-Fri. 1-5 pm for
local company.
Playground Supervisor (P-1)
wanted from 8-9 am and 11:30-1
pm daily. Must be reliable.
.
Waiter /Waitress( W-2) positions available for evenings and
weekends. Need own transportation.
Banquet Waiter/Waitress (W-5)
wanted for evenings and weekends for local restaurant.
Yardwork (Y-1) and odd jobs·

available for person interested in
year-round employment.
Fry Cook (C-11) position available on ·evenings and weekends.
Local Drive-In.

like to play against. They do not
play competitively, rather they
In 1901 a young woman from . each want to win but they do not
England named Constance "The necessarily want to be pressured·
Apple" Applebee came to America into proving who is best.
bringing with her a new sport
According to Putnam, Applebee
called field hockey.
felt that field hockey should be a
Colleges on the eastern half of friendly game in which you went
the United States soon began to out to play with the other team,
put field hockey into their sports not against them.
programs for both men and woThe motto is "Put People Up
men.
Not Down". The team members
Sometime later it was discover- should not criticize the other
ed by other colleges and is now team's play. She also felt that
spreading across the whole coun- women should develop a sense of
try. Central's women's field hock- honesty, trust and respect for not
ey team is coached by Jean only their teammates but for the
Putnam, who is very enthusiastic opponent.
about the sport.
Putnam said that this is one of
In the Northwest alone there the last sports where we look at it
are 25 colleges that have women's with less pressure, and with more
field hockey teams. On November of a human side toward competiiB-19 the Northwest Conference tion.
will be held at Central. Schools
Hockey is not just for college
from Washington, Oregon, Idaho, women. Applebee believed all ages
Montana and British Columbia will should play. Applebee thought
gather for the two-day competi- that women after college should
tion.
continue playing.
This is not a tournament, it is a
Many business and professional
conferen.ce in which these 25 women in the United States play
teams meet to play the teams they club hockey. This is controlled by
didn't meet during the regular the United States Field Hockey
season. Each team is allowed to Association. It organizes the clubs
request what school _they would in all nine regions in the country.

''Together, we
can build a
better world.''

Government in this country is,
or ought to be, a mechanism for
doing things together that we can't
do as individuals.

There is a social contract that
should exist between you, as a
citizen and voter, and me, as your
congressman. You have the right
to expect the best of me -- integrity,
dedication, experience, and knowhow -- and I offer my best gladly.

Pre-retirement
workshops

But I have the right tb expect the
best of you -- not only that you will
vote, but that you will have faith,
learn as much as you can, and
vote as responsibly as you can.
In this spirit, I ask your support in
the general election on Tuesday,
Nov. 2.

held
Every Wednesday night fall
quarter at 7 pm there will be a
Pre-retirement Workshops held in
the GrupP Conference Center.
The program is sponsored by
Central Retirement Planning
Committee and is coordinated by
Terry Milne. "We want people to
begin t o think about r etirement
and its positive terms," Milne said.
At t he workshops, a quiz is
given before hand. They t hen
have a guest to speak on a
pre-established topic. The same
quiz is give again to see how· much
was learned in that session.
"The quizzes are so we can
obtain data when applying for
grants and also for my doctorate.,"
Milne said. She is working on her
doctorate in counseling · and student services from Washington
State University.
"The workshops are mainly for
campus employees and their
spouses, but anybody is welcome
to come." Milne said.

Women's field hockey won't be a
recognized sport until the 1980
Summer Olympics. Men's hockey ,
has been in the Olympics since the
1930's. And finally !t has been
decided to ·make women's field
hockey an Olympic sport even
though it has been in international
competition for 75 years.
·To those who do not know much
about field hockey, it is . unique.
The game is played 30 minutes
with no time outs; and there is a
five minute halftime followed by
30 more minutes of uninterrupted
play. There is no guidance from
the coach. while they are in play.
In hockey, the player plays the
game for herself and the team, and
must work out all skill and
strategy problems on the playing
field as the play progresses. The
coach's job is really finished prior
to the day of the game when the
players actually coach themselves
during the game and they t~ke the
initiative.
Putnam said, "It allows the
athlete to grow and be human,
therefore, the rewards are greater. The athlete becomes the focus
and builds the desire to build her
skills on her own."

Re-Elect Congressman

Mike
McCormack
Democrat

Paid for by Mike McCormack Congressional Committee, P.O. Box 481,
Yakima, WA 98907; Jim Caley, Treasurer .

HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR
l Oq; Schooners

THIS SATURDAY!
(Only

~1

or ov.er during Hardcore Happy f!our)

Hardcore Bumper Stickers

o.n ly 2

95

FALL QUARTER
DORMIE DELIGHTS.
THIS WEEK:
QUIGLEY
DAVIS

25c -- while
Tiffany Style Glass for@!g_~
.

BUY A COKE

KEEP THE GLASS

It's the realthi~. Coke.

BARTO

Trade·mark

Mattson's 1st Annual .Hi - Fi Dept.
CLOSE OUT
On Many 76 Model Receivers, Tuners,
Integrated A~ps, and Speakers. Many
Units Are Display Models A.n d One Only's,
So Hurry While Selection Is Best.
REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

.Sansui
221
AM/FM
Receiver
Sansui
331
AM/FM
Receiver
Sansui 551 AM/FM Receiver
Kenwood 7400 AM/FM Receiver
Rotec
RX402 AM/FM Receiver
Akai AA810DB AM/FM - Receiver
Akai AA810 AM/FM Receiver

180
200
260
520
260
25-0
200

$141
168
208
434
225
221
178

Kenwood . KT 4007 AM/FM Tuner

230

$190

200
170
250
150
199
289
75
199

$l41
120
167
112
156
224
60
130
126
130

Sansui LM330 Speaker Sy.stem
Sansui LM220 Speaker System
Sansui LMllO Speaker System [pair]
Str Beta Speaker System [pair]
STR PIO Speaker System
Str P12 Speaker System
BVC I
Speaker · System
Vonic I Speaker System
Magnum Opus speaker system
Equasound Tower speaker system
Ultralinear's

Trade-mark R

[used]

speaker

system

140
179

$220

pajr

11

!/I

